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Our fourth example is a double fianged pulley, shown in I division, as shown at A, which must be made a little larger --AiTRONOMICn NOTES. 
section in Fig. 12S; and our first consideration is how it j than the division, and this forms a template whereby to cut OBSERVATORY.OF VASSAR COLLEGE. 
shall be moulded. It evidently should lie in the sand in the out the segments forming the courses which make up the The computatIOns and some of the observations in the 
position shown in Fig. 129; but it will be observed that the f flanges. A similar template, cut out somewhat larger than following notes are from students in the astronomical de
�and is. confined between two flanges, rendering it pra�ti�all.y I the �pace devoted t? B, in Fig. 131, will serve to cut out the partment. The times of risings and settings of planets are 
Impossible to retract the pattern from the mould, If It IS, sectIOns to be used III forming the body of the pattern. The approximate, but sufficiently accurate to enable an ordinary 
made in one piece. We say, practically impossible, meaning! flanges being made in two courses each, and there being six observer to find the ob;ect mentioned. M. M. 
that it cannot be done economically; for strictly speaking, sections in each course, we shall require 26 pieces of the size Positions oCPlanets Cor January, 18'7'7. 
an expert moulder with every requisite appliance, can mould of the large template; and allowing each half of the body Mercury. 

almost anything, as any one will conclude who examines the, likewise to consist of two courses, we shall require the same Mercury sets so much later than the sun in the early part 
various works of art in bronze which appear in art exhibi-! number, to form the body of the pattern, of the size of the of January that it will probably be seen in the twilight. On 
tions and elsewhere. Our pattern must, for ease of mould- small template. January 10, Mercury is at its greatest angular distance from 
ing, be made in two parts. If the disc (or spokes, if it be a � __ m "  f • I • the sun, and can be easily found, some degrees north of the 
spoke-wheel) be sufficiently thick to allow it, the division Heating City Houses by Main Pipes. point of sunset. On January 1, Mercury rises at Sh. 41m. 
may be made at the centre, that is to say, on the line A P, in A paragraph is going the rounds of the newspapers just A. M., and sets at 5h. 47m. P. M. On the 31st, Mercury rises 
Fig. 12S. The operation of the moulder may be understood now, stating that a very novel and at the same time interest- at 7h. 29m. A. M .• and sets at 41. 2Sm. P. M. 

ing experiment is soon to be attempted in Lockport, N. Y., Venus. 

by Mr. Holly, the waterworks pump invmitor. This experi- Venus must be looked for in the morning. On January 1, 
ment is to heat the whole city with steam, after the same it rises at 5h. 11m. A. M., and sets at 2h. 34m. P. M. On 
manner as It is lighted with gas. Pipes are to run to the dif- the 31st, Venus rises at 6h. A. M., and sets at 3h. 10m. P. M. 
ferent lIOuses, and all the occupant has to do is to turn on a Mars. 

faucet and obtain all the heat he wants. Although Mars differs from Venus only 1h. 22m. in right 
But unfortunately for Mr. Holly, the idea of heating cities ascension, it rises more than lh. 30m. before Venus, because 

from furnaces is not new. It has been suggested a number' it is in greater northern declination. 
of times by different persons, and if we mistake not, Mr. L. On January 1, Mars rises at 3h. 37m. A. M., and sets at 1h. 

f W. Leeds, author of a work on ventilation and an engineer, 26m. P. M. On the 31st, Mars rises at 3h. 1Sm. A. M., and rom Fig. 129, three distinct lJeds of sand lJeing necessary. ! htthbrftpecialty, tried to organize a company for heating tHis sets at Oh. 31m. P. M. It may be that a part of a fiash is used for each bed, or it may city .by hot ai1'- or steam from furnaces placed in different: Mars is now very small, but it can be known among the be arranged as shown in Fig. 129, it being a matter of indif- ' 1  . sections of the city and connecting the heat by pipeR to our i stars lJy its being near y III the same diurnal path with Venus, ference to the pattern maker. In either case however houses in the same way as water and gas are supplied. I and alJout 200 west of that brilliant planet. Mars can also draught should lJe allowed both inside and outsid� that is t� . !  he known by its position relative to the bright star Antares. say, both the interior and cxterier diameters of the Imttern "I .. 4 ••.. 
ArtIficial Butter. , On January 24, Mars is a few degress north of Antares. should lJe made smalleHt at the line of parting, the diameters To the Editor of the Scientific American: i Jupiter. increasing slightly as thcy approach the flanges. Thc hulJs 1 J . I b 11 0 . 

Owing to the receipt of much correspondence concerninll' uplter can scarce y e seen at a .  n January 1, It rise.s also should, in like manner, be slightly tapered. Inside � 5h 54 A M M 0 h my article on artificial butter, which appeared in the SCIEN- a
.
t . m. . ., and sets at 3h. P. . n the 31st, It s arp corners should lJe avoideu; HlP}' shoulu, in fact, always 4 24 A M d 1 P M � TIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, N. Y., Nos. 48 and 49, I wish rIses at h. m. . ., an sets at h. 27m. . . On the be rounueu lJy (!utting them out with a rounu-nosed tool. V M to state that I own no patent on the process. The only pat- 31st, cnus, ars, anu Jupiter can all be seen in the mornTo construct this pattern, we proceeu as follows: For a 

small pattern, we take two pieces, somewhat thicker than ent held is Mege's, which is owned by the United States ing. Jupiter is the farthest south. 
half the thickness of the finished pattern, and large enough Dairy Oompany, 6 New Ohurch Street. All letters, there-I Saturn. 

. fore, should be forwarded to that address. The process I' Saturn, which has been so well situated for evening obser-to allow for turning. We then chuck them, as shown in Fig. 
130, and turn them up. The recesses shown at the centre by described in my article is simply an elaboration of that pat- vcrs during several months past, now comes to the meridian 

ented by Mege, and cannot lJe used without infringing on the' in the afternoon, and on January 1, is in the southwest when the dotted lilli'S, must be made of fi United States Dairy Oompal'ly's patent. rst seen, after sunset. On the 1st, Saturn rises at 10h. 22m. equal size in the halves of the pat- A M d Sh 5S P M 0 1 S HrmRY A. MOTI', JR., E.JH., PH. D. . . , an sets at . m. . . n the 3 st, aturn rises tern; and we prepare a chuck with at Sh. 32m. A. M., and sets at 7h. 16m. P. M. 
a projection across the centre to fit New York Oity. 

_�_ ,  Low as it is, in the southwest, Saturn, even on January into the recess, and thus rechuck A NeW" Use Cor Gun Cotton. 31, can be seen with small telescopes. A telescope of two the pieces and turn out the oppo- A wad of old gun cotton, the staler the lJetter, is reported and a half inches object-glass will show the curious and site si�es, cutting the hubs out of by M. Jacquemin to be an excellent test ohject for adultera- . wonderful ring, and the largest of its many moons. 
�he solid. We �ay then fit a plug i tion of wine by fuchsin or orchil. If it be heated with the: Uranus. mto the recess III one half of the suspected wine for a short time, it becomes dyed if any for- I On January 1, Uranus rises at Sh. 7m. P. M.; and as it is pattern, and glue it fast, allowing it eign coloring matter be present. On moistening the wad: in good northern declination, it can be well �een by 10h. P. to projec� so as to fit into the recess with ammonia, if orchil be present, it turns violet ; while: M. A telescope of small power will show it round, and like in the other half; and the pattern is the fuchsin dye, which cannot be washed out in water, • a very small full moon. complete, unless the hole in the hub slowly bleaches. I On January 31, Uranus rises at 6h. 3m. P. M., and comes. is to be cored, in which case it will .. f. I _-----� ',to the meridian at 1h. A.M. When on the meridian, Uranus 
be necessary to fix :ore prints on A MICROMETER CALIPER. 'is almost exactly in a vertical line with the star Xu Leonis, 
the top and bottom III the manner . ,  'II ' d 12° b 1 . U 1 b f d f th . h , IN the accompanylllg engravmg we I ustrate a valuable i an e ow It. ranus can a so e oun rom e nClg -
described in our first example. k 1 '1' f '  I' bl d i b I d f th b . ht t R I At th t' f 'd' . . wor shop too , the uti Ity 0 WhiCh, as a re Ia e an con-. our 100 0 e ng s ar egu us. e Ime 0 men Ian 

A useful lllnt may here be given' . . . .  : f R I U . 5° f d 2° b th vement substitute for the vermer caliper for all measurements: 0 egou ns, ranus IS west 0, an a ove at 
to the effect that when it is decided to fix prints in the cen- . ,  . ' 

• 
less than one mch, Will be at once apparent. The mam star. tre �f a piece o� turne� wo�k, a slight recess may be made t� piece of the caliper is bow-shaped, with a projecting shank I Neptune. receive . the prmt: which IS . then sure to stand true; �n a, into which is fitted the screw t, which is accurately cut N eptune's position is good, in the early evening, but only 

should It at any time get aCCidentally knocked off, as prillts with a thread of 40 pitch. The shank (I, has a line of grad- ' large telescopes will show it to any advantage. 
often do, anot�er may be immediately affixed without the

, uations of same pitch as the screw, c: The hollow cap, D" On January 1, Neptune rises at Oh. 3Sm. P. M., comes to 
trouble of llndmg the centre. The pattern now supposed to which is firmly attached to the right hand end of the screw, meridian at 7h. 21m. P. M., and sets at 1h. 55m. the next 
lJe made, thOU:;�l goo� enough �or man� purpos�s, has one 

c, fits upon the outside of the shank, IL One revolution of i morning. On January 31,Neptune rises at 10h. 40m. A. M., 
great defect which Will lJe readily percClved when 

I
we bear this cap opens the caliper twenty-five thousandths of an inch. and sets at 11h. 5Sm. P. M. 

in m.ind our remarks on the properties of ti�ber: t is that Parts of a revolution are shown on the line of graduations Sun Spots. 
it Will gradually become oval; and to aVOid thiS, we must upon the circumference of the beveled end of the cap, d, the A remarkalJly large spot, followed by a very small one, 

value of each graduation being one one-thousandth of an and surrounded lJy faculre, is observed at the present date, 

have recourse to what is termed lJuilding up, a process which 
must in any event be used if the pattern is a large one. To 
build up such a pattern, we proceed as follows: After 
drawing the pulley in section and in plan, as shown in Fig. 
131, we divide the whole height of the section into courses, 
the number of courses being regulated so as to have each of 
a convenient thickness. It is advisable, however, to have at 
least two courses in the flange, which will greatly increase 
its strength. After (livlrlillg one of the circles in the plan 
view into six part.s, we draw lines from the points of division 
to the centre, as shown; and then we make a template of olle 

I inch in the opening of the caliper. Thus, three whole turns December 17, just coming on. 
and one fifth of a turn would equal eighty-one thousandths' For a very long time, from NovemlJer 24 to December 17, 
of an inch. inasmuch as three turns equal twenty-five thou, the sun's disc has appeared to be free from spots, visible with 
sandths, and one fifth of a turn (or five of the circular grad, ' a g-lass of two and a half inches apertRre. 
uations) equal five one-thousandths, making altogether eight.',- .. .. , • 

lIT'VWn�ShlrpoMfg.Cn. p,·�.Mn(.e.ll.I. 

BOTS. 
By PROFESSOR C. V. RILEY. 

i A correspondent, engaged in the tanning business, asks 
I why" wormals" get into the backs of cattle, and how they 
, undergo their transformatIOns. 

Almost all cloven-footed animals, and many other lierbiv
orous s;)ccies, are infested with lJots. These are legless grubs 
which fall into three categories: 1. Gastric, or those which 
are swallowed by the animal infested, and which live in the 
stomach in a bath of chyle. 2. Oervical, or those which 
crawl up the nostrils and inhabit the frontal sinuses. 3. Ou

Oile thousandths of an inch. Though graduated to read to taneous, or those which dwell in tumors just beneath the 
thousandths of an inch, half and even quarter thousandths skin. They are all the larvre or early state of two-winged 
are easily obtained, and measurements are read without the' flies (diptera) belonging to the family aJstridre, characterized 
use of a glass. It is provided with screws for adjustment by having the mouth parts entirely obsolete, and popularly 
and for holding it securely at any given size. Being made called gad flies or bot flies. In the first series, of which the 
wholly of steel, all the parts are durable, the points of con- horse bot ([jastropMllls eq1ti) is the most familiar example, the 
tact also being tempered. It is small, light, well adapted for eggs al"e attached lJy the female fly to the hairs of the body, 
use as a pocket tool, and will prove invalualJle to the better amI principally on those parts of the body within easy reach 
class of machinists and fine tool makers. It is made by the of the animal's mout}l. The egg opens with a lid, and the 
Brown & Sharpe }Ianufactul'illci Oompany, of Providence, young maggot upon hatching clings to the tongue as the 
R. I. 

, _____ ._ .. ,. ... •• I .. . . .  _�_ animal licks itself, and is thus carried into the fore-stomach, 
DYEING COCHINEAL RED ON FLANNEL.-For 22 Ibs. flan- to which it holds tenacionsly by a series of spines around 

nel, use 1 lb. 10 ozs. oxalic acid, 81 ozs. tin crystals, 2 Ibs- the body, but principally by a pair of sharp hooks at the 
3 ozs. cochineal, and loz. flavin are boiled well together, head. When fully grown, they leave their post with the 
cooled, the goods entered and winced till the (lesired shade 1 ffcces, burrow in the grou�ld and U1�dergo the final transfor
is produced. If a blue tone is l'e(11lil"e(l, no flavin is adde(l ; i mation. [n the Recond kmd, of wInch the sheep bot (restruB 

hnt fot' yellow tones as much as H oz. flavin lIIay he useu. ! m'i�) will serve as an example, the egg generally hatche� 
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